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THE QUICK NUMBERS

Sector Communications Services

Sub-Industries TV, Radio, Cable, Satellite

Holdings 21

Average Market Cap ($B)

NTM Price / Earnings 14.8x

Price / Book 1.7x

WHAT'S HAPPENING? EV / EBITDA 8.1x

Price / Cash Flow 16.0x

Dividend Yield % 2.97%

THE MARKET OPPORTUNITY & INVESTMENT CASE

Price Returns Russell 3000

3 Month

6 Month

1 Year

WHAT'S NEXT?
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Key Statistics

↑ 2.1%↓ -4.6%

Style Map

↑ 3.2%

↑ 7.6%

Local TV and radio stations say the rise in digital advertising platforms like Facebook and Google has changed advertising dynamics. With the

growth of digital advertisers, ad buyers can now reach larger audiences more precisely and cost effectively. TV and radio stations say they're

being outcompeted due to outdated ownership regulations. While TV and radio stations are subject to ownership limits within local markets,

digital advertisers have no limits on how big they grow. As a result, the TV and radio stations have a cost disadvantage due to their inability to

consolidate and share administrative costs. The FCC, aware of the age of current regulations and wary of seeing TV and radio disappear, is

currently reviewing ownership limits for both TV and radio station groups.

Current national 

reach permitted 

within one TV station 

group by the FCC

Estimated total

retransmission revenue in 

2024, up from $10.6 

billion in 2018

Political ad spending 

during the Presidential 

election was the highest 

to date; 2020 is 

forecasted to be bigger
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Basket

↓ -5.5%

↓ -2.7%

Local TV and radio broadcast companies are important institutions in the communities they serve. They covers local news not typically covered

by national news organizations, such as severe weather alerts, charity drives, and local government actions. This distinction serves as a

competitive moat because national news organizations don't have the personnel depth or intimate knowledge required to replicate a local

newscast. News provided by local stations is also less susceptible to streaming competition because it has an expiration date (e.g. news

constantly changes and most useful when consumed live). 

While TV and radio stations provide a unique local service, they also require a significant investment to produce local news. Anchors and

reporters must be stationed in the communities they cover. Studio space and signal towers must be built to film and transmit the signal.

Salespeople must be hired to sell ad inventory. Its easy to understand how operating local TV and radio stations like single entity profit centers

can duplicate costs and make it tougher for local broadcast stations to compete with digital advertisers.

The investment opportunity is that local TV and radio station groups are allowed to consolidate and increase their ownership stakes. For example,

operating and administrative costs are spread over more stations if groups can own more than two local stations. In addition, consolidation gives

local broadcasters more negotiating power during transmission renewals. Since broadcast media benefits from economies of scale, increased

consolidation will help them operate more efficiently, decrease overall costs, and compete with digital advertisers.

TV and radio stations have been eagerly waiting for the FCC to review broadcast ownership caps. The Obama administration's FCC put in place

rules penalizing joint sales agreements (JSAs) by changing the way ownership was calculated. The Trump administration has already reversed

the JSA rule and reinstated the UHF discount, both of which ease ownership rules. In the event the FCC changes ownership limits, TV and radio

stations are likely to react quickly by buying and selling broadcast media properties in an effort to consolidate push back against digital

advertisers. However, it is important to note FCC review proceedings usually involve court challenges and typically take years to complete. This

is demonstrated by the fact that the FCC only recently completed its 2010 and 2014 quadrennial reviews in 2017.
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● TV broadcast industry consolidation increases economies of scale ● Digital advertisers increase market share; Economic slowdown hurts advertising spending

● Radio broadcast ownership limits are modified or relaxed ● Pace of cord cutting quickens; Decline of cable TV bundle
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● Congress/FCC removes or raises current TV broadcast ownership limits ● Retransmission revenue growth slows; Networks demand higher reverse retrans fees

KEY RISKS  ↘

In 1992, Congress passed a law allowing TV stations to receive compensation for carriage of their

stations from cable operators. Broadcasters received small compensation payments until 2005 when

one TV station group demanded higher compensation and withheld its channels from cable

operators. The TV station group eventually won, and the concept of retransmission revenue was born.

Since 2005, retransmission revenue has provided a second revenue source outside of advertising and

grown exponentially. However, retransmission battles have grown more confrontational and frequent

with time, causing TV viewers to take notice and grow increasingly annoyed. Congress is now getting

involved, and cable/satellite operators are fighting back. In addition, networks (e.g. ABC, CBS, NBC,

and FOX) are demanding higher reverse retransmission fees from local TV affiliates to remain affiliated

with their network. If retransmission revenue growth slows and/or reverse retransmission fees increase,

broadcasters will experience negative revenue growth and margin decompression. 

The debate about media ownership stems from the rise of digital advertisers. Companies, such as

Facebook, Google, Twitter, and LinkedIn, are increasing their market share at the expense of TV station

groups. The new digital advertisers allow ad buyers to target certain segments more precisely and

effectively than TV advertising. In many cases, digital advertising campaigns are also cheaper and

reach a wider audience. If the move to digital advertising continues, broadcasters will lose a valuable

source of advertising revenue. Outside of digital advertisers, broadcasters could also see their

advertising revenue decrease in an economic slowdown. Most local broadcasters sell their advertising

inventory to local businesses, such as car dealerships, law firms, restaurants, and doctors offices. Like

many other industries, broadcast advertising revenues decrease during economic slowdowns.

The growth of streaming services, such as Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime, as well as demographic

changes are also impacting broadcasters. It’s called cord cutting and occurs when cable subscribers

cancel their cable packages and buy alternative entertainment packages. The trend has intensified in

the last decade and is decreasing the overall number of cable subscribers. Less cable subscribers

means less retransmission revenue, which is based on subscriber numbers. If cord cutting decreases the

number of cable subscribers faster than retransmission grows, the local broadcasting business model

will be tested and TV station groups could encounter financial difficulties.

CATALYSTS  ↗

Removing or raising current ownership limits would kick off a M&A frenzy in the broadcasting industry as

companies race to build scale and broadcast stations increase in value. A single entity can currently

own an unlimited number of TV stations nationwide as long as the station group doesn’t collectively

reach more than 39% of all US TV households. In addition, an entity may own up to two stations in a

designated market area (DMA) as long as at least one of the stations is not ranked among the DMA's

top four stations and the DMA has at least eight independent stations. The intended regulatory impact

is to promote media diversity and limit the broadcasters' ability to control the news. In reality, most

broadcasters actively manage their national reach in an effort to position themselves right under the

39% limit. The result is an active M&A market as broadcasters continually buy and sell TV stations. In

2017, the FCC opened a review of the 39% ownership limit. Many have speculated this FCC will do

away with or raise the 39% limit. However, Congress was the entity that enacted the 2004 law. As a

result, multiple parties argue Congress is the only body with legal authority to change the 39% limit. Any

ownership change could take multiple years to complete and progress through the court system.

The broadcast industry business model is built around producing news, building an audience, and

monetizing the audience by selling advertising inventory. Outside of local news content, running

national stories and selling advertising inventory are scalable, administrative functions that can be

pooled to increase economies of scale. For example, TV stations can operate under JSAs that

authorize one station to sell advertising on another station and shared services agreements (SSAs) that

involves sharing basic functions like studio space, HR and accounting, and tower sites. The Obama

administration ruled JSAs count against the selling station’s FCC ownership limit, which made JSAs less

attractive and duplicated cost at local TV station groups. In 2017, the Trump administration reversed

the JSA. As with most industries, consolidation would bring about lower operating costs and increase

local broadcaster negotiating power when they renew retransmission agreements with cable

operators.

Radio stations have their own unique ownership limits based on the number of stations in the market.

The FCC is also reviewing radio ownership limits in the context of music streaming services and

competition from podcasts. Like TV station groups, radio station consolidation would likely result in more

negotiating power and increased economies of scale from pooling resources among local radio

stations.
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Media Deregulation Basket

FIGURE 1: 1-Year Performance vs Russell 3000 FIGURE 2: Market Breadth & Fundamentals

% Change    200dma Spread

1W ↑ 2.6%    14d RSI

1M ↑ 2.0%    % Advancing

3M ↓ -5.5%    % Declining

6M ↓ -2.7%    NTM P/E Ratio

YTD ↑ 14.8%    NTM Net Margin

1Y ↓ -4.6%    NTM Div Yield

3Y ↓ -1.4%    NTM EPS 

Risk (1Y) FIGURE 3: Attribution by Sub-Industry (1-Year)

Beta 1.02

Stdev. 20% 21% +444 8% +157

Drawd. -23% 8% +298 -36% -903

FIGURE 4: Relative Strength & Index % above 100dma FIGURE 5: 10-day Net Advance / Decline Line FIGURE 6: Attribution by Stock (1-Year)

59% +330 -22% -98

40% +218 -21% -101

38% +203 -34% -140

28% +155 -31% -144

27% +142 -31% -154

25% +137 -61% -195

15% +72 -61% -214

3% +14 -51% -230

FIGURE 7: Direction of Next Year's EPS Revisions FIGURE 8: Growth Statistics (YoY)

FIGURE 9: Relative Valuations

Sales -

EBITDA -

EBIT -

Net Income ↓ -1%

EPS ↑ 1%

Dividends ↓ -5%

BVPS -

FCF ↓ -1%
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49

14.4x

9.2%

2.97%

$59.21

Top   (% chg | bps) Bottom   (% chg | bps)

Cable/Sat

Item

Local TV

SBGI

TGNA

CHTR

Top   (% chg | bps) Bottom   (% chg | bps)

Current 1Y Avg

Radio

CMCSA

↓ -2.5% 0.2%

↓ 46 51

51↑ 81

↓

10Y History 3Y Avg

↑ 14.8x

2019e 1M % Chg

Major TV

-34.6%

SGA

19
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7.7% 1.5%

14.3% 24.7%

-563.1% 23.5%

4.4%

28.3%

26.9% 0.9%

14.4% -11.1%

15.6% 9.1%

MDP

BBGI

CBS

-4.8%

NXST

DIS

T

ETM

EVC

CMLS

SALM

DISH

↓ 8.7%

- 2.97%

↑ $60.30

The information herein was obtained from sources which EventShares Research LLC (ESR) believes to be reliable, but we do not
guarantee its accuracy. Neither the information, nor any opinions expressed, constitute a solicitation of the purchase or sale of
any securities or related instruments. ESR is not responsible for any losses incurred from any use of this information.
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Figure 10

Basket Holdings by Sub-Industry

Performance

1W 6M 1Y

Changing Ownership Limits Could Lead to Industry Consolidation

Entravision Communications Corporation Class A 4% -16% -35%

Gray Television, Inc. 12% -25% -1%

Meredith Corporation 9% -35% -29%

Nexstar Media Group, Inc. Class A 2% -4% 26%

Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc. Class A 0% 14% 58%

E. W. Scripps Company Class A 7% -40% -14%

TEGNA, Inc. 2% 10% 37%

Benefit from Increased Reverse Retransmission Fees & Increased Local TV Station Negotiating Power

CBS Corporation Class B 0% -10% -22%

Comcast Corporation Class A 1% 19% 27%

Walt Disney Company -1% 21% 25%

Fox Corporation Class A -1% -15% -

Changing Ownership Limits Could Lead to Industry Consolidation

Beasley Broadcast Group, Inc. Class A 2% -26% -56%

Cumulus Media, Inc. Class A 10% -24% -19%

Emmis Communications Corporation Class A -1% 30% -8%

Entercom Communications Corp. Class A 7% -36% -50%

Salem Media Group, Inc. Class A 21% -38% -54%

Saga Communications, Inc. Class A 9% -8% -13%

Lower Retransmission Fees = Lower Operating Costs

Charter Communications, Inc. Class A 0% 22% 33%

Comcast Corporation Class A 1% 19% 27%

DISH Network Corporation Class A -1% 9% -3%

AT&T Inc. 5% 25% 13%
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SGA

17.1% 4.8x 20.1x 5.2%

41.2% 5.7x 6.4x 19.4%

21.0% 3.5x 5.8x 8.0%

17.3% 5.5x 5.3x 19.5%

16.4% 5.9x 54.4x 24.9%

22.0% 3.2x 7.3x

SBGI Com Svcs. 2,955 1,227,351

Sector

Cable & Satellite Operators

Leverage

(Debt / EBITDA)

Valuation

(NTM P/E)

Cash Flow

Yield

Market 

Cap ($M)

255 109,332 Overweight

Radio Stations Owners

$21.00

SALM Com Svcs. 37 Buy $3.6081,366

Com Svcs. Overweight $4.80BBGI 34 44,425

18.6% 5.8x 4.1x 16.7%

NXST Com Svcs. 4,711 576,465 Buy

CBS Com Svcs. 16,476 3,448,646 Overweight

Major TV Networks

$58.60

Overweight $64.10

$135.10 38.7% 3.7x 10.6x 16.9%

33.4% 3.8x 10.2x 21.1%

Profitability

(EBITDA Margin)

Avg Daily

 Vol (3M)

Wall Street 

Rating

Wall Street 

Price Target

52W 

RangeTicker Company

EVC

$48.80

Com Svcs. 200 357,029 Buy

GTN Com Svcs. 1,715 989,376 Buy

MDP Com Svcs. 1,752 539,624 Overweight

$25.20

$5.50

Monthly Report
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Local TV Station Groups

10.7x 6.8%

Com Svcs. 3,492 2,314,117 Overweight $18.00 35.0% 3.8x 9.1x

SSP

TGNA

Com Svcs. 948 394,278 Overweight $18.40 16.3% 3.5x

5.6%

19.4%

CMCSA Com Svcs. 212,626 17,189,090 Buy $49.80 31.8% 3.7x 14.1x 9.1%

7.6%

DIS Com Svcs. 248,626 8,807,062 Overweight $155.40 30.1% 1.2x 23.3x

ETM Com Svcs. 535 1,521,165 Buy $6.60 20.1% 6.4x 3.6x

10.1%

EMMS Com Svcs. 58 46,594 - - 11.2% 6.3x - 14.0%

FOXA Com Svcs. 20,963 4,306,141 Overweight $40.60 23.2% 2.6x 14.3x

CMLS Com Svcs.

Com Svcs. 156 8,851 - - 21.2% 0.8x - 5.3%

9.2%

3.9%

CMCSA Com Svcs. 212,626 17,189,090 Buy $49.80 31.8% 3.7x 14.1x 9.1%

CHTR Com Svcs. 94,243 1,074,631 Overweight $427.90 36.2% 4.6x 39.2x

9.1%

T Com Svcs. 277,008 30,746,627 Overweight $35.60 32.6% 3.2x 10.2x 11.5%

DISH Com Svcs. 8,972 2,902,542 Hold $41.80 21.1% 5.3x 18.0x

The information herein was obtained from sources which EventShares Research LLC (ESR) believes to be reliable, but we do not
guarantee its accuracy. Neither the information, nor any opinions expressed, constitute a solicitation of the purchase or sale of
any securities or related instruments. ESR is not responsible for any losses incurred from any use of this information.
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Daily Moving Average (dma): A daily moving average is an simple moving average calculated by adding the closing price of the security for a number of time periods, and then dividing this total by the same number of

periods. Overbought / Oversold (OB/OS): OB is short for Overbought. OS is short for Oversold. Overbought (Oversold) = +1 Standard Deviation Above (Below) 50dma. Relative Strength (14d RSI): The relative strength index (RSI) is

a technical indicator used in the analysis of financial markets. The RSI is most typically used on a 14-day timeframe, measured on a scale from 0 to 100, with high and low levels marked at 70 and 30, respectively. EPS: Earnings

per share is the portion of a company's profit that is allocated to each outstanding share of common stock, serving as an indicator of the company's financial health. P/E Ratio: The price-to-earnings ratio is the ratio for valuing

a company that measures its current share price relative to its EPS. 52W High / Low: A 52-week high/low is the highest and lowest price at which a stock has traded during the previous year. Street Rating: The average stock

rating across Wall Street in which analysts rate a stock as a Buy or Overweight when they have a positive outlook for a company and a Sell or Underweight rating when they have a negative outlook for a company. Basis Point

(bp): A unit of measure used in finance to describe the percentage change in the value or rate of a financial instrument. One basis point is equivalent to 0.01% (1/100th of a percent).

IMPORTANT NOTICES AND DISCLAIMERS. MarketDesk is wholly-owned by EventShares Research, LLC (“EventShares Research” or “ESR”). The information and opinions expressed herein are solely those of ESR, are provided for

informational purposes only and are not intended as recommendations to buy or sell a security, nor as an offer to buy or sell a security. Recipients of the information provided herein should consult with a financial advisor

before purchasing or selling a security. ESR is not an investment advisor and is not registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, and, further, the owners, employees,

agents or representatives of ESR are not acting as investment advisors and might not be registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The information and opinions provided herein are provided as general

market commentary only, and do not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any one client. The comments may not be relied upon as recommendations, investment advice or an

indication of trading intent. ESR is not soliciting any action based on this document. Investors should consult with their own financial adviser before making any investment decisions. There is no guarantee that any future event

discussed herein will come to pass. The information herein was obtained from various sources, which we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Past performance does not guarantee or

indicate future results. Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal and fluctuation of value. ESR disclaims responsibility for updating information. In addition, ESR disclaims responsibility for third-party content,

including information accessed through hyperlinks.

ESR is not a registered investment adviser. No mention of a particular security, index, derivative or other instrument in The Report constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any other security, nor does it constitute

an opinion on the suitability of any security, index, or derivative. The Report is strictly an information publication and has been prepared without regard to the particular investments and circumstances of the recipient.

SUBSCRIBERS SHOULD VERIFY ALL CLAIMS AND COMPLETE THEIR OWN RESEARCH AND CONSULT A REGISTERED FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL BEFORE INVESTING IN ANY INVESTMENTS MENTIONED IN THE PUBLICATION. INVESTING IN

SECURITIES AND DERIVATIVES IS SPECULATIVE AND CARRIES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK, AND SUBSCRIBERS MAY LOSE MONEY TRADING AND INVESTING IN SUCH INVESTMENTS.

Principals of ESR may or may not hold or be short any of the securities, options, or futures discussed in the Report, or any other securities, at any time.

The information herein was obtained from sources which EventShares Research LLC (ESR) believes to be reliable, but we do not
guarantee its accuracy. Neither the information, nor any opinions expressed, constitute a solicitation of the purchase or sale of
any securities or related instruments. ESR is not responsible for any losses incurred from any use of this information.
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